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Abstract. When implementing MBSE in complex systems development, it is never about only ONE
model or only ONE language. Instead, there is a need to be able to handle different aspects over time,
i.e., to separate what it shall become at the end (the future) from what it is for each specific product
configuration (the present). This is especially evident in large-scale projects with complex products
having very long life cycles. Therefore, there is a need for models capturing the long-time perspective, i.e., defining the desired future state of a system, together with models representing the current
state of design, and models describing in detail how it will be in the near future. In the paper, a
structured way to separate those tenses is presented in a context of the complex systems development
of a fighter aircraft, allowing for representing multiple realisation models for a system element.
Enablers for achieving this separation over tenses is discussed, where extensive configuration
management is one key aspect.

Introduction
For the last decades Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) have been heralded as the logical
next step in Systems Engineering (INCOSE, 2014). Status for the development of complex systems,
in terms of MBSE adoption appears to be that models are used extensively in the development process, but formal product data management still is based on the traditional document paradigm. This
partial adoption of MBSE shall not be viewed as a failure. It has proved beneficial in development
programs, for instance for the Gripen E/F fighter aircraft development performed by Saab Aeronautics as reported in Andersson et al (2010), Herzog et al (2012) and Lind and Andersson (2011).
One identified future objective is that the configuration information shall be embedded in the models
themselves. This implies integrated configuration management support for all model artefacts and
also new approaches to information structuring, such that the sum of all models provide an adequate
representation of the product under development. Similar needs are outlined and discussed in Fisher
et al (2014).
This paper outlines principles for structuring product models such that both the future and present can
be maintained in a set of models, over time, as the product evolves throughout the development. The
contributions in the paper are exemplified by applying the presented model structure to the development of a fighter aircraft. It is worth mentioning that the paper focuses exclusively on models and
their structure. All other Systems Engineering information, be it requirements, verification or validation information, is considered out of scope of this paper.
The Saab Aeronautics 4-box development model (Herzog et al, 2022), which emphasises that development and integration activities must be planned asynchronously based on the unpredictable

nature of the development, is used as a background for the problems and proposed solution outlined
in this paper. Prior to presenting and discussing a proposed solution, we also briefly review the organisation’s MBSE experience and identify key characteristics of a next generation development
environment for future products.

Case study – Fighter aircraft development
A modern fighter aircraft is a complex system, truly multi-disciplinary and safety critical. It is also
expert operated, where the development engineer normally only has a very limited understanding of
the actual aircraft operation and the needs of the pilot. The system is developed via a large and heterogeneous development organisation, where many specialty disciplines contribute. The aircraft
system has a very long development cycle, with one consequence of the system complexity being an
incremental development approach is needed to finalise the system capabilities over time. On top of
that, there are authority airworthiness regulations, demanding a declaration of conformity to requirements and design of a specific product configuration (as e.g. a specific aircraft model or variant).
For such a complex system as a fighter aircraft, the requirements and final target change over time.
There is lots of uncertainty built into the project, characterised by, e.g., an integration plan that is
never constant, and a huge need to coordinate across many disciplines. The models representing parts
of or the whole product need to be updated over the product life cycle, and still be relevant within
each specific development step taken on the way to the final target. Hence, product information must
be managed with a separation between the design and integration of the short-term (present) functions from the long-term overall (future) view of the product. The association between these two
levels are to be handled by extensive configuration management.

The 4-box development model
This section introduces the development model applied for the development of complex systems
within Saab Aeronautics. The 4-box development model, presented in Figure 1 below and described
in detail in Herzog et al (2022), represents both the fixed and long-term perspective including the
interface to the customer, and the more flexible and short-term perspective of the integration of the
current product configuration.

Figure 1. 4-box development model

A key element in the model is the clear separation between development activities producing components for integration (be it hardware or software) and the actual integration of those components.
This separation is made based on the insight that it is very difficult to predict when individual development artefacts will be ready for integration into a physical or virtual product configuration. This
is especially important in large-scale development, with a large number of development teams being
active concurrently. Delays on one or two teams must not be allowed to delay the creation of new
product configurations.
In the model there are four separate views, with their specific purpose and time perspective:


Development Level represents a contractual obligation under which the organisation delivers
one or more weapon system configurations. This is the long-term view, capturing what will
eventually be delivered. Requirements analysis and architecting is performed for each
product variant and the overall integration, verification and validation strategy is set. The
Development Level also identifies groups of capabilities for realisation by the development
teams as part of Development Steps. Additionally, the Development Level serves as the
commercial interface towards customers and external authorities.



Weapon System Edition is used to establish a set of aircraft or weapon system configurations by integrating product changes from the Main Track in accordance with the overarching
integration, verification and validation plan. Weapon System Editions are defined for
well-defined capability levels, i.e., the expected characteristics and behaviour of the resulting
product configuration is well defined. Verification and validation activities (Test and Evaluation – T&E) confirm the actual characteristics and behaviour. This allows the integration
organisation to select a feasible integration sequence, based on available components from
the Main Track, meeting the objectives of the Weapon System Edition. The integration organisation has to ensure that every product configuration created is testworthy, and those
intended for flight testing also to be airworthy. A lessons learned and evaluation activity is
performed for each product configuration created and evaluated.



Development Step represents a defined set of capabilities in the development plan. Within
the Development Step, the coarse development plan is broken down into small-scale tasks
suitable for incremental development. Hence, the Development Step captures what will be
realised in the near future. Defined changes to the existing baseline are released for
change-driven development to the development teams. For Gripen E/F there is in the order of
30-50 development teams performing change driven development at any given time. A development team is allowed to deliver its realised system elements to the Main Track only after
successful integration testing in a complete system simulator. Enforcing this condition ensures high-quality building blocks in the Main Track. A lessons learned and evaluation activity is performed at the completion of each change-driven development activity.



Main Track is the warehouse containing all versions and variants of all system elements
(configuration items) in the product under development available for integration, i.e. only a
storage. In order to ensure high quality, system elements are integration tested in aircraft level
simulators and test rigs prior to acceptance into the Main Track.

Note that all boxes (except the Main Track) include fully instantiated technical processes, for instance in accordance with ISO 15288. The cadence and objectives of the activities are different in the
boxes.

MBSE experience
For the development of Gripen E/F fighter aircraft, MBSE was seen as a key enabler to be able to
handle the complexity and development efforts of the project. Early on in the preparation for development, a decision was taken to apply specialised tools over a single ‘Swiss army knife’ style tool.
Seven MBSE domains where identified, as illustrated in Figure 2. A short overview of the experiences made in each domain is presented below:


Usage, Needs, Architecture – In this domain modelling has been done in SysML, with the
objective to capture operational views, systems architecture and systems design. Experience
for the different cases are presented in more detail later in this paper.



Control – For control systems Mathworks Simulink and Stateflow have been used to great
effect. These tools have been used in all stages in the life cycle – for analysis and software
design, inspection and verification. More detailed information is available in Andersson et al
(2008).



Information – For reactive systems Saab introduced the xtUML methodology supporting the
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach. While technically very advanced, it was found
that machine-generated software statements are difficult to interpret when debugging in integration testing and verification. This made xtUML difficult to introduce in the Saab engineering culture – despite large investments in training and support it was hard to gain acceptance in the community beyond the few committed specialists. After many attempts it was
decided to stop using xtUML for software development. We feel that this was not an isolated
decision, as it is our understanding that the use of UML variants to generate software is declining.



Man-Machine Interaction (MMI) – Presagis VAPS is used for designing and generating
the pilot’s user interface. This is complemented by a proprietary tool for generating the user
interface for validation. These tools are used to great effect in daily development.



Structure – All mechanical design processes are performed in Dassault’s Catia suite. The 3D
geometry-based digital thread spans from design over production to maintenance publications. To use 3D geometry throughout the life cycle is an irreplaceable part in our development system. For more information, see Malm and Andersson (2014).



Physical systems – For this domain the Dassault Dymola implementation of Modelica has
been used extensively for modelling air vehicle systems. Experience and lessons learned have
been reported in Lind and Andersson (2011).



Electronics, Optronics – This domain has been the least applied within Gripen E/F development. When applied, Simulink has been used for modelling and simulation.

An additional important element is the Model Integration and System Simulation framework
for integrating models generated from different front-end tools for simulation in software-based
simulators and hardware-in-the-loop test stations. The overarching objective with introducing
MBSE is to radically decrease the cycle-time from early concept analysis to realisation of new
capabilities.

Figure 2. MBSE domains

The experience gathered can also be classified based on the intent and purpose, as illustrated in
Figure 3 of the models:


Operation Model – Models defined with the purpose to represent and potentially simulate a
product in its operational environment without taking its internal structure into account. The
outcomes of using such models in the organisation have been very successful, and these
models are comparatively easy to create and maintain. SysML with architecture framework
support in proprietary tools has been used to create this kind of models.



System Model – Models representing a system (or subsystem) and its elements, capturing the
intended structure, behaviour, non-functional properties as well as internal and external
systems interfaces. Gripen E/F was the first time the organisation attempted to create comprehensive systems models. The experiences made are less positive. The core of the problem,
as identified in Herzog et al (2012), is the built-in conflict in having a single model representing both the definition view (the architecture of what shall be realised in the long term)
and the design view (what is ready for integration right now). When developing incrementally, the conflict is over model consistency and whether it shall represent the long-term future objective or support the short-term integration view and the declaration activity. The
tense, to use a grammatical term, represented by the model must be unambiguous. Moreover,
given the complexity of systems development there will always be dynamics in terms of
which subsystems will be modified to be included in a new configuration. We note that for the
development of non-critical systems the above conflict may not be an issue, but with the
requirements on declaring conformity to requirements and design one have to ensure that
requirements and models are matching the realised product.



Component Model – The group of models representing leafs in a product structure. The
experience is again that of success. Such models are normally representing a component that
can be realised within a single engineering discipline or an acquired product. With languages
like Modelica, Simulink and SysML we have been able to create good representations of both
software and hardware systems. Realised components must be declared, just like system
models, but the process is simplified by the fact that the model represents just a single system
element. A realised component can as a whole be evaluated against stated requirements and
design.

Figure 3. Model classification based on intent and purpose

As noted above, developing and managing systems models over time has proven the most challenging part of introducing modelling in an MBSE context. Overall, our experience is illustrated in
Figure 4. The main lesson learned is to not mix the future and present views in the same context – a
separation in time is needed.

Figure 4. Experience based on model intent and purpose

Needs for next generation development
While the use of MBSE in Gripen E/F has been successful, there are plenty of areas for improvements. Of course there is a general need for modelling quicker, at higher fidelities and with models
covering a wider scope. Within this paper the focus is on defining principles for managing systems
models, for keeping a large set of domain models consistent over time and resolving the challenge of
what it is that our models are representing: The desired future state or what is realised right now/in
the near future.

For safety-critical products, e.g. aircraft, it is critical to capture how a realised product relates to
design and requirements in order to meet authority regulations related to airworthiness. Such regulations are also applicable to test aircraft configurations. This additional complexity, while cumbersome for the developing organisation, has undoubtedly contributed to the excellent safety records
in the aerospace industry.

Consequences for MBSE – Tenses in System models
In the aspect of time, the levels represented in the 4-box development model in Figure 1 also represent different tenses:


The models created at a Development Level represents the future tense – what shall be realised at the end.



The Weapon System Edition is a representative for the present tense – the product configurations has been integrated/will be integrated in the near future. This could be a physical or
virtual product configuration.



The Development Step is a bridge between these tenses, turning future to present – moving
towards the future by adding details required for realisation.

Therefore, during the development there is a need to manage different time aspects in models, i.e.,
their tenses:


Model(s) how it will be in the long-time perspective – the architecture or Definition1 of the
future.
o Captures the intended architecture
o Relatively undetailed in order to be robust to detailed variations in designs
o Serves as a long-term memory
o Input to change management/development planning
o For example, SysML as a common language



Model(s) describing detailed Design of, e.g., interfaces, Human-Machine Interaction (HMI)
or wiring layout, capturing in detail what has or will be created now or in the near future – as
opposed to what is captured in the Definition model (turning future to present):
o Captures a system and its elements from a particular perspective
o Characteristic content could be interfaces and key properties
o Multiple Design models may be required to adequately represent the intent captured
in a Definition model
o Multiple languages in multiple disciplines may be used, e.g., Simulink, Modelica,
SysML, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Fault trees



1

Executables, representing how a virtual Realisation (a representation of the product – in its
present state at a selected structural and behavioural fidelity):

The term Architecture would be a better match with ISO 15288 (2015) terminology. However, we have found within
our organisation that the term Architecture is highly ambiguous.

o Multiple virtual Realisations with different fidelities and perspectives may be created
o Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) and System Structure and Parameterisation
(SSP) are standards preferred for definition of Realisation interfaces allowing integrated simulation of models from heterogeneous sources
o Realisation interconnection models are required to adequately integrate children Realisation models to a composite Realisation model
o The Realisation can be virtual, e.g., a compiled model, but also a Realisation in a
physical object (hardware component, software application, etc.)
Mapping to ISO 15288 (2015), a Definition model is the outcome of the Architecture definition
process. Design and Realisation models are created in the Design definition and Implementation
processes.
Intuitively, the Definition will drive Design, which in turn drive Realisation, as is illustrated in Figure
5. Design and Realisation will feed back knowledge to the Definition – which may prompt modifications to the Definition model. Due to the concurrency in development Definition, Design and Realisation will evolve concurrently and independently over time.
Hence, the overall conclusion for incremental development is that no model can represent both the
present and the future at the same time. The tenses must be separated – the Definition and Design
need to be captured in different, but coordinated models, just as the generated executables have to be
coordinated with their corresponding design models.

Figure 5. Tenses in models, with feedback of knowledge from the Design and Realisation to the
Definition

Modelling architecture for mixing the tenses
In this section a modelling architecture framework is presented for how to manage the models on
different system levels for the different modelling tenses as described above.
Coupled to each system element, there are associated Definition, Design and Realisation information
as illustrated in Figure 6. For the top system, the Definition information will cover structure, key
properties, behaviour definition and interfaces. Multiple Design and Realisation information on the
top system sets detail the Definition, each of them adding information with a dedicated purpose and
at a desired level of fidelity. For efficiency in development, the objective is to iterate over this information and gradually add more detailed information. On the underlying elements, with multiple
subsystems, the Definition information for each subsystem is more detailed, as is also the case for its
Design and Realisation information. The same pattern also applies to the (lowest) component elements.

Figure 6. Modelling architecture, with the modelling tenses applied to each system level

Having the models on the top system as an example, it can be seen from Figure 7 that we first have a
leftmost Realisation, forming a virtual, coarse Realisation. When development progress, Realisations
on the underlying level capturing different aspects and disciplines will emerge. A combination of
them then forms a virtual or physical Realisation on the parent system with intermediate details. This
Realisation could, e.g., be a simulator representation of the overall system properties. The same
pattern appears to the next underlying level as well, together forming detailed Realisations on the
upper levels. These multiple virtual or physical Realisations are on different levels of detail and fidelity, and with different credibility. To summarise, there are multiple virtual or physical Realisations for a single Definition model version.
The principle of feedback is also of high importance. The feedback is iterative, and applied on each
level, as illustrated in Figure 7, where the knowledge from the virtual and physical Realisations are
used to improve and adjust both the Definition and the Design models. Since virtual Realisations can
be created with related ease, this feedback will prompt the generation of new versions of Definition
and Design models.

Figure 7. Modelling architecture, with multiple virtual and physical Realisations, covering multiple
perspectives with various fidelity and credibility. The Realisations capture different levels of details,
and will feed back information to adjust Definition and Design models.

Configuration management becomes vital in the situation described above. The developing
organisation needs to adequately keep track of the effective Definition information and the
corresponding Design and Realisation items. This means both the actual versions of individual items,
as well as the effective traceability links between the items.
Figure 8 captures some potential evolutions of Definition model, Design models and Realisations. In
the figure, the circles with a black outline and labelled C represent the set of models that are valid and
consistent. Note that for the physical Realisation there are two valid representations representing that
two separate items have been produced.

Figure 8. Model evolutions over time

Configuration management is further complicated when considering a multi-level system. Individual
system elements will evolve independently of each other, but of course coordinated by a development management function. There is a need for a capability to create configurations where the individual Definition and Design item sets are consistent and compatible. This is relatively straightforward for Definition information given its relatively coarse granularity, but more of a challenge for
Design information with its finer granularity and the existence of multiple Design models for a single
Definition model. The same challenge is apparent for Realisation items. The correct version of individual virtual Realisations must be interfaced and paired to the correct parent Realisation representation. When a composite virtual Realisation has been created it can be used to generate
knowledge, which may affirm the Definition and Design, but may also prompt changes based on
findings when executing simulations.

Example
In this section an example consisting of a fictitious aircraft system is presented, to illustrate the
concepts of Definition model, Design model, and Realisation. The system level corresponds to the
aircraft, an example of a subsystem could be the flight control system, and a component could be a
software application for control laws or a piece of equipment (e.g., flight control system component).
For the Definition model, there exists only one such model on each system level. For the Design
model, the specific model captures a single or some few aspects, thus there may be many different
Design models covering many aspects connected to the single Definition model. Finally, there may
also be many Realisations with different scope, both virtual and physical. However, only one Realisation is physical (e.g., a software application) to face up to the (single) reality of this particular
software. This is summarised in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Main principle for Definition model, Design model and Realisation for each system level
System level

Definition model

System

One model

Subsystem

One model

Component

One model

Design model
Many models, covering
many different aspects
Many models, covering
many different aspects
Many models, covering
many different aspects

Realisation
Many Realisations, both
virtual and physical
Many Realisations, both
virtual and physical
Many Realisations, both
virtual and physical

To illustrate the principles presented in this paper, examples of Definition model, Design models and
Realisations are given on each system level in Table 2, together with representing model names
(further described below). These model names are also positioned in Figure 9, each of them associated with the corresponding system level and level of detail (coarse, intermediate, detailed), with the
generic abbreviations as given in Table 2. The choices of examples are given to point out the possible
span within each level.
Table 2: Examples of Definition model, Design models and Realisations related to system level
System level
System

Definition model
 Product
definition
description –
PDD






Subsystem



Subsystem
definition
description –
SSDD





Design model
External interfaces model
(e.g., containing signal interfaces, validity) – ExtInterfaces
Component interconnection
model (e.g., containing signal
interfaces, validity) – Interconnection
3D model of major physical
parts of the system – 3DSys
Interface model for subsystem
components (e.g., containing
signal interfaces, validity) –
SubInterface
3D model of physical parts of
a subsystem – 3DSub

Realisation
Realisations for use in different test
stations:
 High-level simulator for operational/tactical validation (virtual) – OpVal
 Aircraft simulation model covering “functional chains” (virtual) – ASim
 Aircraft rig with both simulation
models and physical avionics
computers (virtual) – ARig
Realisations for use in analysis and
test stations:
 Closed-loop simulation of models for software and hardware for
a specific subsystem (virtual) –
ClosedLoop



Component



Component
definition
description –
CDD

Modelica model of subsystem
physical equations (e.g., with
units hPa, kVA) – PhysicalSub



Models for local analyses of
different discipline issues (virtual) – SubLocal
 Model of a physical subsystem
for usage in an aircraft simulator
or rig (virtual) – SubModel
Many models, covering many
Many Realisations, both virtual and
different aspects, depending on the physical:
characteristics of the component:
 Breadboard model of software
 Simulink model of a software
application (virtual) – Breadapplication (e.g., containing
board
signal names) – AppModel
 Software application (physical)
 Component model of physical
– Application
equations (e.g., with units kPa,  Model of a specific physical
kVA) – PhysicalComp
component for usage in aircraft
 3D model of a physical comsimulation or rig (virtual) –
ponent (e.g., containing pipe
CompModel
diameter, wiring) – 3DComp
 Detailed model for local analysis
of specific component properties
On this level Definition and De(virtual) – AnalysisComp
sign could also merge together in
one model, e.g., for a software
component defining and designing
a software application.

Figure 9. Fictitious aircraft system with examples of Definition model, Design models and
Realisations on each system level

From Figure 9, one can see that there are a number of Realisations on the parent system and subsystem, forming simulator opportunities on different level of detail (coarse, intermediate, detailed):


On the system level (aircraft):
o OpVal represents a coarse, black-box simulator with possibilities to implement and
validate early in the development, e.g., implement new concepts and have an overall
assessment of their usefulness for the pilot or operator.
o ASim represents an intermediate aircraft simulation possibility, including more details
than OpVal. This aircraft simulation is very useful in the middle part of the devel-

opment when testing different “functional chains” on how subsystems work together
to form a capability. One example of such a functional chain could be from activating
the stick to make a turn, influencing the control laws and finally the information about
the aircraft position to present to the pilot in cockpit.
o ARig represents an aircraft rig with both simulation models for software and hardware, combined with physical avionics computers. This rig is invaluable in the later
part of the development when focusing on the integration, verification and validation
aspects with avionics, sensor hardware and cockpit.


On the subsystem level (e.g., flight control system):
o ClosedLoop represents a simulation possibility where models of essential parts of the
subsystem hardware is simulated together with models of the software. This increases
speed and quality in the development when designing the subsystem, giving extended
knowledge about the subsystem behaviour, dimensioning of subsystem components,
as well as the possibility to tune control laws and core subsystem parameters.

In the above example, the benefit of multiple Realisations for gradually maturing Design and Realisation is illustrated. Given the multidisciplinary nature of a fighter aircraft, there is a need to manage
multiple discipline specific Design models and Realisations. The alternative, having a single integrated model for answering all discipline oriented problem would in our opinion be in conflict with
George Box’ (Box and Draper, 1986) famous observation “... all models are approximations. Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful. However, the approximate nature of the model
must always be borne in mind....”. Creating such a model would be extremely time consuming,
utopian, and it would still be a model and hence wrong. This said, each individual Design model and
virtual realisation will of course also be wrong, but since they cover a restricted scope they can tuned
relatively easily until desired fidelity and credibility measures are attained.

Discussion
In this paper, a new structuring principle is proposed for models created for supporting the incremental development of complex systems, in accordance with the Saab Aeronautics 4-box development model. The key principle promoted is that model elements with different perspectives (tenses)
must not be managed in the same model. Model elements capturing a desired future state (Definition
model) must not be mixed with the models elements capturing what is presently available for integration (Realisation model), and the development where the Realisation emerges (Design model).
This principle is especially important for the development of complex systems, where the development is characterised by an incremental and evolutionary nature, and where the outcome is stochastic in the sense that it is very hard to predict in detail when and in exactly what order the elements
will be ready for integration to form the final product. This means that both the Definition, Design
and Realisation will change concurrently for complex systems.
For future application of MBSE to complex systems development, it implies that MBSE and configuration management need to be tightly integrated. Hence, an integrated configuration management
capability for fine grained product data is essential in modern development environments. Where in
the past configuration management was applied at document granularity it is now possible to manage
the individual model artefacts within the scope of system structures. This opens up for the transition
to Systems Engineering based on models.
The proposed approach presented in this paper is based on experience from the current Gripen E/F
fighter aircraft development. The formulated principle is intended to be applied onto future programs
within Saab Aeronautics. Additional to separate tenses when creating system models, we see the
following key enablers for the implementation of MBSE tenses:



Integration of Realisation models from different sources, by ensuring a common interface
standard (e.g., FMI and SSP).



Single classification framework for coordinated integration of Realisation models.



Definition of a model credibility measure, to clarify to what extent simulation results based
on integrated models can be trusted to adequately represent an actual system. One such example could be the model credibility assessment as proposed in Eek (2016).

Conclusions
By this paper, we have argued that it is never only about having ONE model (“the super model
capturing all aspects”) or only ONE language (“the super language where all design aspects are being
handled”) throughout systems development. Instead, there is a need to separate the models over time
– the Definition view (the future) and the Design view (the present) handled in parallel. MBSE is a
critical component in future development of very complex and long-lived systems.
Therefore, there is a need to manage multiple product configurations and models from multiple disciplines concurrently. This implies that future implementation of MBSE for development of complex
systems must include integrated configuration management support to be able to manage the evolutionary stages/states of models over a large set of models.
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